
                            IGTA TOUR HANDICAP NEWS

Handicap System was developed in 2001 and has worked tremendously well to protect the field.
There was a prior background of nine years calculating handicaps and running tournaments.
Each Tournament starting handicap is computed with the USGA Software.  (GHIN System)

Some minor tweaks were made by player suggestions which were approved by ad-hoc committees.
  Example: Players were in favor of the adjustment system when a player's score goes below about 
                  2 under par Net.      They did suggest and voted on the ability to Net as low as 66 without
                  adjustment when a player has played a minimum of 10 tournaments within the past 12      
                  months.    Indicating support of the Tour.

Recently a Player was very upset when he was adjusted, according to the Rules which resulted in a 
second place finish.   He had a great round of 72 before handicap.   Tommy also had a career round of 
64, which was close to being even lower.      The final result reflected Tommy winning by 1 stroke.

The Player had the normal adjustment by the system.   If he had 10 Tournaments within the past 12 
months he would have netted 66 and won by 1 stroke.   He didn't and the special Rule was not applied. 
He feels we should've made an exception to the Rules because he has been around for several years.
Unfortunately for him Tommy also had a great round, or the Player would have won.

In 2016 the same Player also posted gross 72 and had a 5.1 handicap and was not adjusted with a result 
of 66.9.   No adjustment because he had the 10 Tournament requirement.    He won $10,000 by 1 stroke
over Tommy and Morland.   Another player would have won the Tournament, but finished 4th when he 
was adjusted by 3 strokes because the 10 tournament Rule was not met.   

The protection of the field is apparent when any player has his handicap fluctuate a great deal.
This Player, in the past 3 years has been down to a 2 handicap and recently played to an 8.5.
 
The system was designed with this possible condition in mind.   For Example a player can have a 3 
handicap and a year later his handicap is a 9 or 10.     This may be due to personal commitments, 
problems at work, family situations or the possibility of a player laying down by throwing strokes.   
There is no way to know for sure.    This is exactly why we have the Rules to protect the field.

Another example was when a player with about a 4 handicap, shot 68 and was adjusted to a 0 handicap.
He tied and lost in a playoff.    He did not meet the 10 tournaments and the player understood.

Another note:  Day Money is the players game.  They voted and agreed the score posted on the Board 
is the score that will count.   They made all the rules for Day Money.

 


